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Energy accumulation and dissipation play an important role during the entire process of rock failure. Some flaws, such as preexisting holes, will influence energy accumulation and dissipation. In order to investigate the energy evolution of coal specimen with preexisting holes under uniaxial compression through numerical approaches, the particle simulation method was used in numerical simulations. In this paper, the energy evolution of coal specimen was theoretically analyzed, and the influence of different hole arrangement, such as diameter, spacing, angle, and number, on the evolution characteristics of energy was also discussed. At the same time, the arrangement of the artificial boreholes for preventing the rockburst was explored. The results show that, compared with the intact coal specimen, the change of diameter, spacing, angle, and number, on the evolution characteristics of energy was also discussed. At the same time, the arrangement of the artificial boreholes for preventing the rockburst was explored. The results show that, compared with the intact coal specimen, the change of diameter, spacing, angle, and number of holes weakened the coal specimen’s capacity to store energy and release strain energy. When the diameter, the vertical distance, and relative angle of preexisting holes were 15 mm, 10–15 mm, and 60°, respectively, the energy storage limit reached optimal value. For arrangement of the artificial boreholes, the diameter, spacing, and angle can be designed on the basis of those optimal values. This study has a guiding significance in designing the arrangement of the artificial boreholes for mitigation of rockburst.

1. Introduction

At present, with the exploitation of coal resources, some longwall faces required large-scale excavation of deep coal seam under the high in situ stress [1, 2]. During mining in deep coal seam, rockburst, which is a sudden manifestation of the release of strain energy stored in the coal seam, often occurs [3–6]. As a human activity-induced geologic hazard, rockburst not only threatens the stability and safety of the surrounding structures but also endangers the lives of nearby workers [7, 8]. In order to mitigate rockburst hazard, destressing techniques, such as drilling through large-diameter holes and stress-relief blasting, were often implemented to destroy the structural integrity of the coal and then reduce the mining-induced energy accumulation [9, 10]. For drilling through the large-diameter hole technique, the number and spacing of the hole were artificially drilled and arranged in the roadway. It is not difficult to find out that research on the energy accumulation and dissipation of coal specimen with preexisting hole defect (CSPHDD) has great significance for mitigation of rockburst events by drilling through the large-diameter hole technique. Currently, numerous studies have been done in different methods to study the failure mechanism of CSPHDD. Theoretical analysis methods are often utilized based on elastic-plastic mechanics and damage mechanics [11–13]. Many studies employ the theoretical analysis method for understanding the failure mechanism of rock mass with preexisting holes. Laboratory test is one of the important methods to study the failure mechanism. Fakhimi et al. [14] performed a biaxial compression test on a sandstone specimen with a circular opening to simulate a loading-type failure around an underground excavation in brittle rock. Li et al. [15] carried out the uniaxial compression tests of
granite samples containing holes and researched the crack propagation around the hole. Yang et al. [16] studied the crack propagation of sandstone specimen containing a hole by indoor uniaxial compression test and studied the pre-existing hole’s effect on the stress-strain curve. Liu et al. [17] researched the influence of the hole on the mechanical properties of rock-like materials by indoor uniaxial compression test and then concluded that the preexisting holes can reduce the rockburst tendency of coal mass. Lin et al. [18] examined crack initiation, coalescence mechanisms, and failure behavior of granite with preexisting multiple holes under uniaxial compression and discussed the influence of multiple holes on peak strengths. In recent years, an increasing number of studies have been done with different numerical methods. Many researchers analyzed the failure mechanism of CSPHDD with numerical modeling methods for the past few years. The most commonly used models were built on discrete element and finite element. Cho et al. [19] studied damage development of rock mass with pre-existing hole using particle flow code. Wong et al. [20] used material failure process analysis code to investigate the splitting failure, the failure modes, and strength characterization of brittle solids containing a single hole with varying diameters and sample widths. Zhao et al. [12] used progressive elastic damage method realistic failure process analysis (RFPA) to investigate stress redistribution of rock-like materials with an open hole under uniaxial compression. Zhang et al. [21] simulated damage process of marble specimen with preexisting a hole and discussed the effect of hole on the failure mechanism of rock mass. On this basis, they explored the mechanism of slabbing failure and rib spalling around excavation boundary in deep high stress. Apparently, the above research mostly focused on the macroscopic damage and microcrack propagation of the rock mass with preexisting holes. It can be concluded that less attention was paid to the study of energy concentration and dissipation during the deformation and failure process of the CSPHDD. Due to the experimental limitations, details of energy evolutions could not always be observed and assessed comprehensively. To contribute to this field of research, a numerical approach based on the particle element model was used in the present study.

In this paper, firstly, a series of laboratory tests were conducted to study the macromechanical properties of intact coal specimens. Secondly, the microparameters for PFC2D particle flow model were acquired. Thirdly, this paper analyzed the evolution mechanism of energy and studied energy accumulation and dissipation of coal specimen with different hole arrangement under uniaxial compression. Finally, the implementation of DLDH for preventing rockburst was discussed. This study has slight guidance for the mitigation of rockburst during mining in deep coal seam.

2. Model Building and Determination of the Microparameters

2.1. Test Samples and Experimental Apparatus. In order to validate the rock mechanics parameters of coal samples, coal located in a deep coal roadway in the Xinhe mine was used for conventional triaxial compression experiments. Xinhe mine was located in the Jining mining area, China, with a depth of about 1000 m. Coal blocks were collected from the site and further machined in the laboratory to obtain coal samples. The preparation and testing procedure of coal samples followed the standard testing methods by the International Society for Rock Mechanics [22]. Those specimens were cut into a cylindrical shape with a ratio of height to diameter of 2 : 1, with 100 mm in length and 50 mm in diameter, as shown in Figure 1(a). Then, the triaxial and uniaxial compression experiments were carried out by using an MTS815.03 full-digitally servo-controlled rock mechanics testing machine in the State Key Laboratory of Mining Disaster Prevention and Control Cofounded by Shandong Province and the Ministry of Science and Technology, Shandong University of Science and Technology, China.

The stress-strain curve and the failure characteristics at postpeak stage were shown in Figure 1. Figure 1 showed that the failure pattern of the coal specimen was the combination of axial splitting and local shearing. Besides, the fracture process developed very quickly at the postpeak stage, which indicated that the rock’s mechanical behavior was brittle. Table 1 showed some correlative rock mechanics parameters, such as elastic modulus E, Poisson ratio ν, uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), cohesion c, and friction angle φ.

2.2. Determination of the Microparameters. For PFC2D, it provided a numerical method that can reproduce qualitatively almost every mechanical mechanism and phenomenon that occurs in rocks [23–25]. The bonded particle model (BMP) was adopted to create a numerical model of coal samples. Since typical PFC2D models required some micromechanical parameters, which cannot be measured directly using existing laboratory tests, the trial-and-error method was used to determine some microparameters, such as parallel-bond modulus, parallel-bond mean normal strength, and parallel-bond mean shear strength of the parallel bond [23, 25]. Those parameters were listed in Table 2. The results of the indoor rock mechanics test and numerical simulation were compared in Table 1.

In Figure 1, it can be observed that the numerical results duplicated the brittle failure under uniaxial compression. For example, the stress-strain curve dropped down immediately after it reaches the peak strength. Table 2 shows the micromechanical parameters adopted in this study to characterize the failure process of the coal specimen. These parameters can lead to the sample-level parameters, as shown in Table 1. Apparently, the minimum error of the corrected USC was 6.04% and the maximum error of the corrected friction angle was only 19.04%. This difference was caused by the limitations of PFC2D models. In brief, those macroscopic mechanical parameters obtained from the numerical simulation were in good agreement with the experimental results.

3. Analysis of Energy Evolution during the Deformation and Failure of Coal Specimen

It is widely known that energy conversion is the basic rule of materials. Coal is a special kind of rock material, and
considering that a unit volume coal element is a linearly elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic material, it will produce deformation under the action of external force. During the entire deformation and failure of a unit volume coal element, from loading to failure, the damage or failure of materials is always accompanied by the energy accumulation and dissipation. The failure of this unit volume coal element is a result of the dissipation and release of energy. At the same time, the stress-strain curves and strain energy of the unit volume coal element will be altered as shown in Figure 2. From state A to state B, elastic deformation is produced under the action of external force, and all the work done by the external force is transferred to strain energy of the unit volume coal element. During increasing loading, from state A to state B, the deformation transforms from elastic to plastic deformation, and internal damage within this unit volume coal element begins to appear and later develops. During this process, some energy is dissipated and the rest energy is still stored in the form of releasable strain energy. Once the releasable strain energy in a unit volume coal element exceeds the limit value which the coal element can store, the coal element will be destroyed. From state B to state C, the dissipation energy begins to rise accompanied by a large energy release. In a word, energy transformation during coal element falls into three stages: energy accumulation, energy dissipation, and energy release, as shown in Figure 3. During deformation and failure of a unit volume coal element, the energy balance equation can be described by the following formula:

$$E_w = U_c + U_d,$$

(1)

where $E_w$ is the total accumulated work done by an external force; $U_c$ is the total strain energy stored in the coal body; $U_d$ is the dissipated energy during the entire inelastic deformation.

In PFC2D models, throughout the loading process, the uniaxial compression is achieved by adjusting the upper and bottom wall velocity using a numerical servo mechanism that is implemented by the FISH functions [24]. Therefore, all the work done by external force $E_w$ can be determined by the following equation:

$$E_w = E_{pre} + (F_1 \Delta U_1 + F_2 \Delta U_2),$$

(2)

where $E_{pre}$ is the input energy at the end of the time step $n$; $F_1, F_2$ are the force of the upper and bottom walls acting on particles at the end of the time step $n + 1$, respectively; $\Delta U_1, \Delta U_2$ are the axial displacement of the upper and bottom walls at the end of the time step $n + 1$, respectively.

In the BMP model, particles are to be bonded together at contacts (in Figure 4). These bonds establish an elastic interaction between particles and each parallel bond can be envisioned as a set of elastic springs with constant normal and shear stiffness [24]. Therefore, the total strain energy $U_c$ can be stored in the form of bond energy $E_{pb}$ and contact strain energy $E_c$. In this paper, the total strain energy $U_c$ may be expressed by the following equation:

$$U_c = E_{pb} + E_c,$$

(3)

$$E_{pb} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{N_{pb}} \left( \frac{|F_i|^2}{AK} + \frac{|F_i|^2}{AR} + \frac{M_3^2}{IK} \right),$$

(4)

$$E_c = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{N_c} \left( \frac{|F_i|^2}{K} + \frac{|F_i|^2}{K} \right),$$

(5)

where $N_{pb}$ is the number of parallel bonds; $F_i$, $F_i$, and $M_3$ are the magnitudes of the normal, shear components, and moment of the parallel bonds; $K$ and $K$ are the normal and
shear stiffness and rotational inertia of the parallel bonds; \( A \) is the cross-sectional area of the parallel bonds; \( N_c \) is the number of contacts; \( F_{n,i} \) and \( F_{s,i} \) are the magnitudes of the normal and shear components of the contact force; and \( k_n \) and \( k_s \) are the normal and shear-contact stiffness.

With the aid of the PFC particle flow program, all works done acting on the particle model by the external force \( E_w \), the bond energy \( E_{pb} \), and the contact strain energy are calculated, respectively. Then, from formulae (1) and (3), the dissipated energy \( U_d \) can be obtained.

### 4. Energy Evolution of Coal Samples under Uniaxial Compression

#### 4.1. Numerical Simulation Program Scheme

In order to explore the energy evolutions law of coal specimen under uniaxial compression, four simulation schemes are designed. Then, according to calibrated mesoscopic physic-mechanical parameters, the numerical models with different hole arrangement were established, respectively.
4.2. Effect of Hole Diameter on Energy Evolution of Coal Samples. According to scheme one, four kinds of numerical models were built and later uniaxial compression tests were simulated by PFC2D. Numerical simulation results are shown in Figure 5. In the numerical model, in order to characterize the effect of various hole diameters on energy evolution, the concept of hole area index \( K \) was proposed. It was the ratio of circular area to numerical model area which was used to describe the size of the hole area in the unit area of the coal sample.

In Figure 4, under uniaxial compression, the strain energy evolution of CSPHD has a similar growing tendency with intact coal specimen. During the initial stage, the external force was small enough and strain energy slowly increased. The strain energy-strain curve was expressed as a concave curve. During increasing loading, a considerable amount of energy was stored in coal element and the strain energy linearly increased. When the peak strength was reached, it reached the maximum value, which was named as energy storage limit (ESL) in this paper which the coal sample can store. At the postpeak stage, the strain energy quickly reduced and coal specimen was destroyed. At this stage, the number of new microcracks quickly increased and some strain energy accumulated in the coal element turned into fracture energy accompanying by a large energy release. Moreover, with a different hole diameter, the strain energy evolution of the coal specimen had a different trend (Figure 5). At the prepeak stage, with the increase in \( K \), namely, the hole diameter increasing, the growth rate of strain energy decreased. At the same time, the ESL linearly decreased, as shown in Figure 5. At the postpeak stage, when \( K \) was 0.2512 or 4.0192, the strain energy reduced rapidly was released. By contrast, when \( K \) was 1.0048 or 2.2608, the strain energy slowly reduced at the postpeak stage. Bear in mind that especially when \( K \) was 2.2608, the falling trend of the strain energy appeared more prominent. It can be deduced that the strain energy was slowly released when the preexisting hole was 12 mm in diameter.

In Figure 6, at the postpeak stage, the dissipation energy has a different growing tendency with the increase in \( K \). When \( K \) was 0.2512, the dissipation energy increased in a similar trend with intact coal specimen (Figure 7), and the number of cracks also developed quickly (Figure 7). This meant that the energy that was used to promote initiation, development, and coalescence of cracks was almost the same. However, with the increase in \( K \), especially when \( K \) was 0.2512 or 4.0192, the dissipation energy slowly increased and the maximum value decreased. At the same time, the cracks periodically developed. It can be deduced that the coal specimen was lightly destroyed by cracks. When \( K \) was 2.2608, the dissipation energy was 0.86 kN·m which was 30% of that of intact coal specimen. But the growth tendency of dissipation energy and the cumulative number of cracks were almost the same as that of intact coal specimen. It meant that once the diameter of the preexisting hole reaches the limit value that the coal specimen can bear, the crack developed in similar velocity and it might be destroyed like intact coal specimen.

According to the above simulation results, it can be concluded that if the preexisting hole was in appropriate diameter, such that \( K \) was 2.2608, the strain energy accumulation and release can be reduced at the postpeak stage.

4.3. Effect of Hole Vertical Spacing Size on Energy Evolution of Coal Samples. According to scheme two, five kinds of numerical models containing different vertical spacing were built. The strain energy evolution curve was shown in Figure 8. In order to characterize the effect of hole vertical spacing size, the concept of hole spacing index \( m \) was also proposed. It was expressed as the ratio of the distance between two vertical holes to the height of coal specimen. It described the distribution density of holes in the vertical direction of coal sample.

In Figure 9, under uniaxial compression, the strain energy evolution had the same variation trend. However,
with the increase in hole spacing, the strain energy growth rate decreased. At the prepeak stage, the strain energy slowly increased and then linearly increased to ESL. Once the strain energy exceeded the ESL, the coal specimen was destroyed and the strain energy was released. At the past-peak stage, when \( m = 0.25 \) or 0.05, the strain energy quickly decreased in a form of that of intact coal specimen which meant that the strain energy was violently released. Moreover, as shown in Figure 10, with increase in \( m \), the ESL of CSPHD was less than that of intact coal specimen. At the same time, the ESL increased at first and then decreased (In Figure 8). Bear in mind that when \( m \) was from 0.1 to 0.15, the ESL reached the minimum value, which was about 1.4 kN·m. It can be deduced that only when \( m \) was from 0.1 to 0.15, the ESL of CSPHD can be reasonably weakened and the strain energy was slowly released.

In Figure 10, at the prepeak stage, the energy dissipation was about 0.5 kN·m and the cumulative number of cracks was about 750. It meant that a small part of the total energy was dissipated in the form of surface energy and frictional energy, most parts of the total energy were stored in CSPHD, and the existing holes might not improve the coal’s ability to dissipate energy at the prepeak stage. At the postpeak stage, both the cumulative number of cracks and the dissipation energy are more than twice those at the prepeak stage (Figure 11). In addition, when \( m \) was 0.05 or 0.25, the cumulative number of cracks and the dissipation energy increased rapidly. By contrast, when \( m \) was 0.10 or 0.15, the number of cracks increased in the periodic stage and the dissipation energy increased fairly slowly. In other words, at the prepeak stage, when the vertical spacing was 10 mm or 15 mm, the energy, which was used to promote the initiation, growth, and development of cracks, was smaller than others, and the CSPHD was lightly cut into fragments by cracks.

According to the simulation results, it can be concluded that reasonable controlling of hole vertical spacing might reduce the ESL of coal specimen and weaken brittle fracture, especially when hole vertical spacing was 10 mm or 15 mm.

4.4. Effect of Holes Relative Angle on Energy Evolution of Coal Samples. According to scheme three, four kinds of numerical models containing different hole relative angle were built. The strain energy evolution curve was shown in Figure 12.

In Figure 12, at the prepeak stage, the strain energy has a similar growth rate. Near the peak stress, the strain energy linearly increased to ESL and the maximum value of ESL was 2.24 kN·m. However, when the hole relative angle was 30°, the ESL reduced to 1.83 kN·m. When the hole relative angle increased to 90°, the ESL kept mostly unchangeable, as shown in Figure 13. At the postpeak stage, with the increase in the hole relative angle, the strain energy was released quickly. By contrast, as shown in Figure 13, when the hole
relative angle was 60°, the strain energy reduced in a progressive form meant that the strain energy was released slowly.

In Figure 14, at the postpeak stage, with the variation of the hole relative angle, the energy dissipation was different. When the hole relative angle was 0°, 30°, and 90°, respectively, the energy dissipation of CSPHD increased in the same form of intact coal specimen. However, when the hole relative angle was 60°, there was a platform in the dissipated energy-strain curve which meant that the dissipated energy increased slowly. This phenomenon also can be identified in Figure 15. Obviously, when the relative angle between two holes reached 60°, the cumulative number of cracks increased slowly. It can be deduced that when the hole relative angle was 60°, there was a small part of energy dissipated in the form of surface energy to develop cracks and the coal specimen was slightly cut into fragments. As shown in Figure 16, when the hole relative angle was 60°, the failure patterns of the specimen are mainly characterized by one macroscopic fracture along the inclined plane. By contrast, when the hole relative angle was 0°, 30°, and 90°, respectively, the coal specimen was cut into a large number of fragments. It meant that the failure patterns of coal specimen transited from brittle fracture to shear fracture.

According to the above simulation results, when the relative angle of the hole increased to 60°, the ESL can be...
reduced and the failure patterns of the specimen can be transited from brittle fracture to shear fracture.

4.5. Effect of the Hole Number on Energy Evolution of Coal Samples. According to scheme four, four kinds of numerical models were built. The strain energy evolution curve was shown in Figure 17.

In Figure 17, at the prepeak stage, with the increase in the number of holes, the growth rate of strain energy was different under uniaxial compression. At the postpeak stage, the strain energy decreased quickly. In addition, as shown in Figure 18, the ESL linearly decreased. When the number of holes was four, the ESL was 1.59 KN·m, which was nearly two-thirds of the intact coal specimens. It can be deduced that increasing the number of holes can weaken the capacity of coal specimen to store the energy.

As shown in Figure 19, at prepeak stage, with the increase in the number of holes, the dissipation energy was almost the same, which was about 0.25 KN·m. It meant that the energy was used to promote the development of cracks which was almost the same. So, the cumulative number of cracks increased at almost the same speed (Figure 20). At postpeak stage, the energy dissipation increased and the cumulative number of cracks quickly increased. However, when the number of holes was four, the energy dissipation was 1.83 KN·m, which was nearly four-fifth of the intact coal specimen. The cumulative number of cracks was 1521, which were nearly two-thirds of the intact coal specimens. It meant that the increase in the number of holes can reduce the development of cracks at the postpeak stage and the coal specimen was slightly cut into fragments by these cracks. As shown in Figure 21, with the increase in the number of holes, the fragmentation size of damaged coal specimen was relatively small. Especially when the number of holes was four, three inclined macrofailure planes were formed and the failure pattern was shear failure. Due to the increase in the number of holes, the failure degree of coal specimen was significantly weakened.

According to the above simulation results, increasing the number of holes not only reduced the ESL but also retarded the failure degree of coal specimen.

5. Discussion

From the above results of numerical simulations, it was clearly demonstrated that different hole arrangement can weaken the ESL of coal specimen. Preexisting holes reduced the stress threshold of crack initiation stress. At the prepeak stage, coal mass was vulnerable to suffer the damage, and then some energy was dissipated to promote the initiation of the cracks. Clearly, the strength, ESL, and strain energy release of coal specimen was reduced. For example, as shown in Figures 6 and 19, with the increase in the diameter and
Figure 16: Macrofracture morphology of coal sample with different hole angle. (a) Intact coal specimen, (b) $\beta = 0$, (c) $\beta = 30^\circ$, (d) $\beta = 60^\circ$, and (e) $\beta = 90^\circ$.

Figure 17: Curve of strain energy and strain.

Figure 18: Relationship between the ESL and hole number.

Figure 19: Curve of dissipated energy and strain.

Figure 20: Curve of crack number and strain.
number of the holes, the ESL linearly increased. In addition, with the increase in the vertical distance, the ESL increased at first and then decreased, and when the vertical distance was 10 mm or 15 mm, the ESL reached the minimum value (Figure 10). Moreover, when the hole relative angle increased to 60°, the ESL almost kept unchangeable. It is not difficult to find that there are the optimum ranges of some parameters, such as the diameter and spacing of boreholes. When the hole area index was 0.035325, the hole spacing index was 0.1∼0.15, the relative angle of boreholes was 60°, and the ESL reached the best values. Those conclusions have a guiding significance in designing the arrangement of the artificial boreholes for mitigation of rockburst.

For the deep coal seam, the large in situ stress endows the coal seam with high strain energy, and the advancement of the longwall face would also enlarge the strain energy of coal seam [26]. During the entire deformation and failure of coal seam, part of the accumulated energy is dissipated to promote the initiation and development of cracks, and the rest of the energy was stored in coal seam in the form of strain energy. Once the strain energy exceeds the ESL, this energy will be quickly released in the form of kinetic energy. If the kinetic energy is large enough, the coal fragments will be ejected at a high speed and the rockburst happens [7, 26]. It can be deduced that, for weakening the speed of coal fragments, we can take some measures to reduce the ESL. It is widely accepted that the artificial boreholes distressing could decrease the ESL of coal seam [26, 27]. Different arrangement of the artificial boreholes would have different influence on the ESL and energy release. According to the above results of numerical simulations, the arrangement of the artificial boreholes for preventing the rockburst can be reasonably designed. For example, assume that the thickness of coal seam was \( x \) m and the longitudinal length was \( y \) m. Then, the diameter, spacing, angle, and the number of holes can be obtained. The diameter, spacing, and relative angle of artificial boreholes were 0.035325xy, (0.1∼0.15) \( xy \), and 60°, respectively. In addition, the number of artificial boreholes can also be reasonably increased. However, since those designed parameters were only theoretically calculated, those parameters should be suitably adjusted according to the field condition for successfully mitigating the rockburst hazard.

6. Conclusion

On the basis of laboratory rock mechanics test and numerical simulation, this paper studied the energy accumulation law of coal specimen containing different arrangement of hole under uniaxial compression and discussed the application in designing the arrangement of the artificial boreholes for preventing the rockburst. The results of the investigations presented in this paper can be summarized as follows:

(1) The microparameters of the PFC model were calibrated according to the existing laboratory tests. These results have a good agreement with laboratory test results and the numerical results duplicated the brittle failure under uniaxial compression. The minimum error of the corrected USC was 6.04% and the maximum error of the corrected friction angle was only 19.04%.

(2) Under uniaxial compression, different arrangement of preexisting holes has an influence on the ESL and energy release. With the increase in the diameter and number of holes, the ESL linearly increased; with the increase in the vertical distance, the ESL increased at first and then decreased; when the vertical distance was 10 mm or 15 mm, the ESL reached the minimum value (Figure 10); and when the hole relative angle increased to 60°, the ESL almost kept unchangeable. In addition, when the hole area index was 0.035325, the hole spacing index was 0.1∼0.15, the relative angle of boreholes was 60°, and the ESL reached optimal value.

(3) This study has a guiding significance in designing the arrangement of the artificial boreholes for preventing the rockburst. The diameter, spacing, and relative angle of artificial boreholes were 0.035325xy, (0.1∼0.15) \( xy \), and 60°, respectively. In addition, the number of artificial boreholes can also be reasonably increased.
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